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About This Game

Developer's Note

Hi, I'm Alex Schearer the founder of Spotted Zebra Software. I've been making games for a while, but always in two
dimensions. I wanted to learn how to make 3D games and decided that making a game a week was a good, challenging way to

do so.

Arrowpoint is my second week long game. You've got a bow, a horse, and a burning desire for glory. Luck would have it that
there's a mysterious beast wandering the desert nearby, so what are you waiting for? Go forth and leave your mark on the world!
Arrowpoint is a simple game about hitting a bunch of targets and waging battle with a huge beast. It's fun because firing arrows

from horseback is fun and because waging war with giants is fun.

I'm releasing Arrowpoint for one dollar so people can join me in this crazy game-a-week adventure. If you'd like to share your
thoughts, please leave a review or post to the Steam forums. If I get enough feedback I will improve the game based on what

player's want.

Thanks for reading this; I really hope you enjoy the game!
Alex Schearer - Spotted Zebra Software
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Gameplay

Ride your horse and fire at increasingly more challenging targets. Wage battle with a giant monster. Record your name for
eternity in the Steam Leaderboards.

Controls

Mouse only: Click to start moving. Hold down right-click to aim. Hold left-click to draw bow. Release left-click to fire arrow.

Features

Horseback archery
Epic battle against a giant enemy
Beautiful, 3D environment and effects
Challenging level design
Steam Leaderboards support
Short, fun pick up and play gameplay
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Title: Arrowpoint
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Sports
Developer:
Spotted Zebra Software LLC
Publisher:
Spotted Zebra Software LLC
Release Date: 11 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: An integrated graphics card

Storage: 1500 MB available space

Additional Notes: You can run the game on "Very Low" graphical settings with these specs. Lower your resolution if things are
still choppy.

English
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Very fun FPS with crafting & light rpg mechanics, though your enjoyment may vary depending on which random recipes you'll
find first (though I guess you could just look them up online) and which weapon random(!) weapon upgrades you'll get when
you purchase upgrades for your weapons.

Each weapon can be upgraded 5 times, for a higher price each time, and the upgrades range from next to useless to very much
useful. And there's no downgrades. I lucked out with my ak47 upgrades which turned it into an ultimate weapon of destruction,
with even the most otherwise-bullet spongy enemies going down in a short spray.

I'm usually not big on crafting, so I appreciated the fact that there are no crafting "trees" with intermediate materials that need to
be crafted themselves. Every item is craftated directly from the materials dropped by enemies or mined/harvested from
trees/ores/etc. Though some of them are pretty rare, so craft wisely.

There are no manual saves here, it's checkpoint system all the way. You die - back to the last checkpoint, though you get to keep
all your XP, items, upgrades everything else. In fact, this is one way to farm rare resources if you find a source close to a
checkpoint. And if you don't want to die - food to restore health is rather plentiful, but you need to wait for your "fullness"
metero before eating even an apple to regain food (doesn't take long, but can be an issue during firefights). Doesn't help with
some insta-kill traps which are unfortunately plentiful in the late game.

I did encounter some bugs. Got stuck a few times, forcing a reload to checkpoint, and the New Game+ wouldn't start.. So I am a
fan of Vietnam games and throughout my time playing video games this one slipped under the radar of mine so I bought it when
I saw it was $2.50. I've had a blast.

The Multiplayer Works (with some weird bugs that can be fixed if you validate your cache a couple times).
The Campaign is Fun but be warned this game is HARD!

The graphics are surprisingly good or atleast better than I expected. The camo that your characters wear actually works in game
if you use it correctly.

Overall this is a fun Vietnam shooter but be warned it is old.. This game is about atmosphere and the stories you come away
with. So here's my tale.

I awaken in the sleeping quarters. The ship's computer telling me some kind of alien organism is on board. I scramble out the
door, waving a pistol down both ends of the corrider. Seeing nothing I take off running down the metal decks of the ship, my
foot steps echoing much louder than I'd like. I turn a corner and meet with a couple of my crew, Brice and Joe. The three of us
know the alien can take on human form, so naturally we point guns in eachother's faces.

The stand off is cut short though as machine gun fire is heard rattling off in the distance. We three immediately lower our guns,
an instant truce being formed. We take off sprinintg to see where the gunfire is coming from, and as we spin around a corner we
are rooted to the ground at what we see. A frantic marine is pouring round after round into what I can only describe as a 'Thing'.
The marine is decimated, the gore covering the bulkheads. The thing whips its terrible head around to us and charges. We open
fire. Bullets tear through the charging beast and it drops just short of Brice's trembling feet.

As we take a breather a larger group of 5 crew members shows themselves from a far off corridor. They have no trust of the
three of us. Brice approached them and tried to reason with them, that we need to stick together and that the threat, for now, lay
dead. But he's shoved back by a paranoid looking mechanic wielding a make shift flamethrower. He was right to be paranoid.
We are led to the canteen of the ship under gun point. Meters from the entrance a horrid scream erupts from beside me. Joe lays
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dead. Behind him a sickly alien appendage has erupted out of the chest of a member of the other group. One of THEM was
infected! The paranoid mechanic's mind breaks, he panics. A torrent of flame washes over alien and human alike. Waves of
intense heat firing out in random directions as he tries to burn his fear away.

Brice yells at me to get out of here so I take off running with him. A scientist. and a couple of marines follow along behind us.
We regroup in the machine room and it's not long till Brice and I are backing away from the other survivors. The scientist
sensing the tension annouced that he's got a way of testing to see if someone is really who they say they are. We all agree to let
the doc try it out and take off running for the med lab, our eyes sternly watching eachother as much as the dark corridors around
us.

At med lab me and Brice tell the others to stay in the corner while the scientist does his work. One of the marines mentions a
sentry gun could be placed covering the only hallway into med lab. Keeping an eye on him me and Brice allow him to set it up.
Med lab is locked down and it's only a matter of holding out and waiting for the blood test. A couple of those creatures tried
getting down the hall, but between the sentry and our rifles they stood no chance. Things seemed set.

Klaxons started, emergency lights swirled, and the ship's computer calmly announced a fire had started on the bridge. We all
panicked, that fire had to be put out. Brice picked up an extinguisher and sprinted out of med lab. No one else followed, so
cursing I ran after him to back my friend up, running away from the safe zone. Brice was ahead of me and not slowing down
one bit. As I tried to keep up with him the ship's lighting grew dimmer in these sections. I faintly heard the sound of the sentry
gun kicking off back in med lab, but I was already committed to my task. Smoke started filling the corridors and with the lack
of lighting I started to feel disorientated. I forced myself on, barely keeping track of the twists and turns Brice took as he grew
further ahead of me. To hell with the others I thought, me and Brice are the ones risking our lives to put this fire out, we deserve
to be the ones to survive. The hanger isn't far from the bridge section anyway, we can do this.

Still running I turned a corner and slowed. At the entrance to the bridge Brice just stood there in the stygian smoke holding the
used extinguisher. The computer announced the dangerous state of the bridge had been contained. Excitedly I walked over to
Brice and told him we had to go! The fire was out, we can get out of here now! He turned around to me, dropping the
extinguisher and said ''I was waiting for us to be alone''.

A slithering jagged mess exploded out of his chest impaling me. I slumped to the cold metal floor. The last sight I had was
seeing Brice walking toward the hanger to get in the escape shuttle. Of course I know now, that it wasn't Brice.

SOOOoooo yeah, that's the game. That ended up being much longer than I thought, but fun to write.. One of the best indie
games I've ever played this year!

Good job!

Recomended!. this game is full of spawn campers wall hacks and unplayable. game looks awesome. its a difficult game, but
♥♥♥♥ing hell guys, its unplayable because of the lack of anti-cheat.. I only recently got into the Nancy Drew series, and The
Haunting of Castle Malloy was the second chapter I played for my initial dive into the world of the teenage detective. I went in
expecting an atmospheric, spooky adventure where I explored a deteriorated Irish castle and surrounding grounds. And I...sort
of got that. I came out of Castle Malloy simultaneously intrigued and annoyed...a very confusing combo indeed. While Phantom
of Venice (my first ND game) certainly had its flaws, it did not leave me as irritated as Malloy did at several points throughout
the game. I'd sooner call Malloy a problematic game than a bad one, but let's go into the good stuff first.

- For the most part, the atmosphere is VERY well done. The opening with Nancy driving along a dark road on a foggy night in
rural Ireland is very effective. Early in the game, I had wonderful moments of tension that sent light shivers down my spine.
Walking into the nursery and hearing a horrible wailing in the distance, followed by Nancy quietly exclaiming "What was
that?!" made me want to bolt from that room as swiftly as possible. Or walking into the foggy garden to discover a group of
creepy leprechaun lawn gnomes. These spooky moments were definitely the highlight of the game for me, and I wish they were
even more plentiful.
- When compared to the older Nancy Drew games, the character models are actually pretty good. Of course, they have their
usual stiffness, but they are definitely sleeker and much more pleasant to look at than, say, the Penvellyns in Blackmoor Manor.
- The music is usually pretty solid in Nancy Drew games, but the music in Castle Malloy is particularly good! At times, it is
mysterious and tense, and at others it is grand and adventurous. The presence of bagpipes and drums definitely help add the
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appropriate Irish flavor to the soundtrack. Props to the music team.
- Some of the puzzles are pretty decent. The scale puzzle in the library is simple, yet challenging, and puzzles like the
Leprechaun puzzle are also well done.

Now for the downsides..

- While some of the puzzles are pretty good, many of them are either vague and overly difficult, or just plain tedious. The damn
chemical puzzle is particularly infamous for being one of the worst puzzles in the ND series, and the reputation is fully
deserved. The concept isn't challenging enough to work your brain, and the actual mechanics involved are so precise and
frustrating that I found myself throwing my head in my hands in pure exasperation after the mechanical arm lightly brushed
against an explosive chemical container for the fifth damn time. The game even has one of those wretched sliding puzzles that
nobody likes.
- When compared to the casts of games like Blackmoor Manor or Last Train, Castle Malloy definitely doesn't measure up as
well. First off, outside of phone conversations, the game has a total of THREE characters that you interact with over a vast
majority of the game. Compare this to the six major characters you interact with in Last Train, or the six major characters of
Blackmoor (if you include Loulou of course). The other problem is, the three that we have are not particularly interesting. Donal
is not bad, and his paranoid faerie stories definitely add to him. Kyler and Kit, however, are much less exciting. Kyler plays the
role of the anxious bride, and does little outside of sit in the library and get filled in by Nancy every now and then. While there
isn't much to her, she as at the very least a soothing and welcome presence in the game. Kit, however, is just an obnoxious, self
centered♥♥♥♥♥ I wont say much for fear of spoiling, but DAMN did I hate talking to this guy. He wasn't even irritating in a
funny way like Tino Balduci in Last Train. He was just plain irritating.
- The top-down view took away from the atmosphere of game slightly. I didn't hate it, but I definitely would have appreciated
less of it, and more of the forced first person views to REALLY bring on the chills. And speaking of lessened atmosphere, all
sense of horror is pretty much thrown right out the window once you acquire a certain item about two-thirds of the way through
the game. At that one point, things go from scary to silly really quick...you'll know it when you find it.
- While the set up of a missing groom in a haunted castle is very interesting, I was very underwhelmed by the ending. The reveal
of the culprit comes right out of left field, with almost no hints beforehand that would have allowed you to reach the conclusion.
Things go in a disappointingly different direction as the story enters the final stretch, especially when compared to the excellent
atmosphere that the game started with.
- As always, the arcade games are annoying, and frustratingly required. On the subject of mini games, the drink mixing game
was ok, but the drum rhythm game was poorly done, with your drum beats not even remotely matching up to the rest of the
music.

I'm torn on Castle Malloy. On the one hand, the atmosphere is great, the game looks very nice (for a Nancy Drew game), the
setup is solid, and the music is top notch. On the other, the puzzles are a mixed bag, the cast is dry and mostly forgettable, and
the story is unsatisfying in the end. I feel that while the game did several things well, it also had a lot of wasted potential when it
came to the story and characters. I would still give Malloy a recommendation, as the stuff that is good is still really good.
However, I would sooner recommend Last Train to Blue Moon Canyon, or Curse of Blackmoor Manor to anyone who was
interested in giving the Nancy Drew series a try. Check it out, but don't expect anything mind blowing. I'd recommend getting
this one when a sale is going on.

The Haunting of Castle Malloy gets a 6/10 for me
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we're lucky hitler didn't have access to this tactical mil-sim technology. Fun Game, But the stats have to be almost maxed in
order to do most of the skill checks. Great game. If 10€ is to much for you just get it on sale. I did buy it 5 times for me and
some friends and I predict a lot of fun with this game in my future :D

Just not sure why the game is not the same speed for me and my friends. My game runs slower and it makes it more easy but
when we play speed runs I can't keep up so it makes it less fair.

I hope to find a way to fix that.. buy this game if u want to test ur ♥♥♥♥ing mentallity. Every game they make, this dev tries to
do something new with the JRPG genre. This time they have given all items a weight value, which negatively effects the wearer,
similar to how weight works in Dark Souls, so almost everything you equip is more like a side-grade than an upgrade, and you
are encouraged by the game to think carefully about what you buy and equip.

It would be nice if they also removed the easier difficulty settings, since you can bypass the games interesting mechanics by just
playing on easy, and for me I find that undermines the experience.

Nice waifus, and cheap as chips, it's hard not to recommend this. The devs really seem to care about the games they make. Give
it a chance.. Best 99 Cent spent for 5 minutes of fun. 10\/10 would let fall every baby again. Honestly it's just simply not very
fun. The only options available to you are jump and dodge. Sure the maps and weapons being fired at you may change, but the
game play is still the same endless loop of survive. Not very fun.. Couldn't even pass first boss after playing for like 2 hours..
Let me start off by saying Im an indie game developer and Ive tried many engines before choosing RTS Creator.

Out of about 15-20 engines Ive tried RTS Creator (RTSC) is by far my favorite. Although I only have 9.8 hours on score for the
engine as of the time of this post, I will be using this very often.

The Engine:
Its a simple engine that has alot of potential. Not only is it easy to use, it allows for complex technology trees, as well as many
other features. Want to do a RD game, a simple RTS, or the next big RTS? This is that engine. The devs are constantly working
to improve this engine from what Ive read. They have alot planned that they will put into the engine.

Link (http:\/\/www.rtscreator.net\/index.php?\/topic\/24-future-features\/)

The AI:
The AI is an interesting point. In the demo you get a good feel for the AI, while getting a small taste for other things. I have not
played to much with AI yet but from what Ive already gotten done its a simple If\/Then tree with general or specific points in
there.

Ex: "If: attacked by: enemy who: any
  Attack: Enemy Who: Any With: T1 Tanks"

Thats a basic idea of the current AI system in game. It may seem confusing but after you understand what to click to get what
type of reaction than youre set for AI.

Map\/Level:
The map design is a fun aspect of it the game, you can currently make a map at a max of 2000x2000 which is bigger than it
sounds, but the developers plan to increase that from what Ive read. The map also features an in game map editor that allows
you to create hills\/mesas and put vegitation in the map.

Importing assets:
The asset importing is amazingly simple, you can import all your work in a very small amount of time, although the engine only
uses prefered file types like .ogv, .ogg, .b3d, ect. ~IF~ you import a video, it must be .ogv but the sound must also be .ogg I
found out. If you dont youll\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665yourself when you play the video and hear static and such.

Menu deisgn:
A very easy feature which you can have as many menus as you want for any type you want. Theres a drop down selection that
allows you to assign buttons for various things, name buttons as you want, import images to the background and all the fun stuff.
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The only down side right now (4\/12\/2015) is that there is no ability to put audio into your menus to my knowledge, but again
the developers are going to put that feature in the engine as they go.

Overall from a 1 being horrid and 10 being godsent, I would rate this engine an 8.5 as it stands now. Once all the other features
are put into the engine I would up it to a 9.5 or 10.

(http:\/\/www.rtscreator.net\/index.php?\/page\/rts_creator.html)
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